
Background to the new questions on the Pig movement licences 
From 1 January 2021, every consignment of pork leaving a UK abattoir bound for the EU has needed 

an Export Health Certificate (EHC) which includes specific supply chain information and has to be 

signed by an Official Vet (OV).  We have added three new questions to the movement licences to 

ease the gathering of information and provide the necessary evidence for completing the 

paperwork.  From 9th March 2021, we have introduced redesigned pig movement licences (haulier 

summaries).  We have attached sample documents:- 

1) Farm to Farm  

2) Farm to Slaughter 

3) Farm to Market  

4) Market to Farm  - not included – tends to be generated by markets 

5) Market to Slaughter  

Licences to and from collection centre require the same questions to be answered as markets. 

 

Where animals go through a market or collection centre we are not asking whether they have a 

quarterly vet statement (because they wont), we are asking for them to verify that the consignment 

of animals has been kept separate from birth from wild cloven hooved animals. This  

The producers (farmers) will answer Yes or No to this question. This will be “translated” to the 

following statement appearing on the movement licence

 

The markets/collection centres will receive this information.  

 

 Separation from 
wild cloven 
hooved animals 

Quarterly 
vet 
statement  

40 days  

Farm to farm √ √   

Farm to slaughter √ √ √  

Farm to Market/CC √ √ √ (CC only)  

Market/CC to farm: √    

Market/CC to slaughter √  √ ( CC only)  



The markets (and collection centres will need to pass on this information to their customer (Farm or 

abattoir).  If the incoming paperwork stated Yes for each batch of pigs that are being shipped out, 

the market can also answer Yes when asked   

otherwise  NO will be the automatic response. This means that the pork from these pigs will be only 

suitable for the domestic market. 

The licence from markets /CC  to slaughter house/farm should also include the below statement on 

the licence. 

 

Which will ultimately provide the information which enable the processor to export pork and the OV 

in an abattoir sign the EHC. 

 

The introduction of the EHC for the export of animal by-products (ABP) requires the OV to attest that 

the animals were on the last holding of residency for 40 days minimum. WE have added a new 

question to the farm to slaughter and collection centre  to supply this information: 

 

The currently means that animals moving through markets cannot have their ABP exported and the 

ABP should be separated for domestic markets. 

Conversely collection centres can respond Yes to the 40 day statement on behalf of the previous 

farm if the incoming licence has Y for this question   

and ABP’s can be exported. 

 

Below are examples of the licences 



 



 

 

 



 



 

 

Same licence as the Market to Farm licence. 

 


